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I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of nucleon excited states is fundamental for the unraveling of its internal structure. It is now understood that dynamic chiral symmetry breaking is responsible for dressing the QCD current-quark masses, which evolve into constituent-quarks as their momenta interesting for several reasons. The reaction threshold lies in the third resonance region, providing access to higher mass resonances. Because of the ω meson relatively small decay width (Γ=8 MeV), its experimental invariant mass spectrum is peaked and relatively easy to distinguish from the non-resonant background. Moreover, isospin conservation allows only the excitation of N * (I =
2 ) resonances in the reaction mechanism, and only a limited number of states is involved in the excitation spectrum.
The extraction of N * parameters from photo-production data would ideally proceed through experimental determination of reaction amplitudes for all spin and isospin states, using a model-independent procedure, and then relying on theoretical models to separate the resonant contributions from the non-resonant processes. In the case of vector meson photo-production on the nucleon, twelve independent complex amplitudes are necessary to completely specify the reaction in the spin space [5] , which requires measurements of at least twenty-three independent polarization observables, including the unpolarized differential cross section. Since the electromagnetic interaction is not isospin invariant, isoscalar and isovector amplitudes are mixed with opposite signs in the ω photo-production on proton and neutron. Data on both proton and neutron target are therefore necessary to extract all reaction amplitudes from experimental results and perform a so-called "complete experiment". As this task remains very difficult for vector meson photoproduction experiments, the extraction of resonance parameters from the data relies mostly on theoretical models, which are constrained by the inclusion of new polarization observables in the database.
First measurements on ω meson photo-production date back to the 60's and 70's [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Differential cross sections were measured at incoming photon energies ranging from threshold to 9.3 GeV. An exponential decay of the differential cross section with increasing values of -t (square of the four-momentum transfer) was observed at the higher energies. A similar trend was also observed, at low momentum transfer, at energies close to the reaction threshold. This diffractive behavior was interpreted within the vector dominance model (VDM) as a direct γ-ω coupling followed by the elastic scattering of the ω meson on the proton target. More recently [11] this process has been described in terms of natural-parity exchange (Pomeron) and unnatural-parity exchange (π 0 ) in the tchannel; the former dominates at high energies while the latter is the most important contribution at energies close to threshold and for small |t|. The role of the two contributions may be disentangled by exploiting the additional information provided by polarization observables such as the spin density matrix elements [9] . At large momentum transfer, deviations from the pure diffractive behavior are associated to s-and u-channel contributions [10] , including resonance excitation. A more direct way to estimate the contribution of intermediate resonant states consists in measuring polarization observables: in particular, the beam asymmetry Σ is expected to be not null only if s-and u-channel terms are involved in the ω photo-production process.
In the past decade the study of baryon resonances has motivated several facilities to measure the ω meson differential cross section on the proton, with very high precision, in the energy region from threshold to 2.8 GeV [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Several theoretical interpretations attempted the extraction of resonant contributions, reaching conflicting results [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , but all agreeing that beam polarization observables are needed to constrain the dynamics of the ω photo-production reaction.
At present, beam polarization asymmetry has been measured only on the proton target from energy threshold up to 1.5 GeV by some members of the GRAAL collaboration [15] , studying the ω → π + π − π 0 decay channel, and up to 1.7 GeV by the CBELSA/TAPS collaboration [25] , investigating the ω radiative decay channel. The two results are not in agreement within the quoted errors and show different angular distributions.
We are report ing on new high precision results of beam asymmetry for ω photo-production off proton. For the first time, the ω meson is investigated both in the ω → π + π − π 0 decay and in the ω → π 0 γ radiative decay, simultaneously. We also provide the very first results of the beam asymmetry for ω photo-production off neutron, measured in the quasi-free kinematics on a deuteron target.
II. THE GRAAL EXPERIMENT
The GRAAL experiment was located at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble (France), where it has been taking data from 1995 to 2008.
A linearly polarized photon beam impinged on a liquid H 2 or D 2 target, and the final products were detected by the large solid angle detector LAGRANγE (Large Acceptance GRaal-beam Apparatus for Nuclear γ Experiments). The photon beam was produced by the Compton backscattering of low-energy polarized photons from an Argon laser, against the 6.03 GeV electrons circulating inside the ESRF storage ring (see [26] for more details on backscattered photon beams).
The UV laser line was used to produce a backscattered photon beam, covering the energy range up to 1.5 GeV. By the use of the far-UV laser line, the investigated energy range was extended up to 1.55 GeV for the reaction off free proton. A tagging system, located inside the electron ring, provided an event-by-event measurement of the photon beam energy, with a resolution of 16 MeV (FWHM).
Since the electron involved in the Compton scattering is ultra-relativistic, its helicity is conserved in the process at backward angles and the outgoing photon retains the polarization of the incoming laser beam (≃ 100%). The correlation between photon energy and polarization is calculated with QED [27] and is higher than 68% in the energy range from the reaction threshold to 1.55 GeV. During the data taking a half-wavelength plate was used to rotate the beam polarization by 90
• (vertical to horizontal and back) at intervals of about twenty minutes, in order to collect data in the same experimental conditions with both polarization directions.
The LAGRANγE detector can be divided into two angular regions:
1. the central region (25
• in the laboratory frame) consisting of:
• two cylindrical multi-wire proportional chambers, used for charged particle tracking, having an angular resolution of 3.5
• and 4
• for polar and azimuthal angles, respectively [28] ;
• an inner plastic scintillator barrel, used for the discrimination between charged and neutral particles;
• the BGO electromagnetic calorimeter (see [29] , [30] and [31] ), made of 480 crystals and optimized for photon detection with an energy resolution of 3% at 1 GeV and angular resolution of 6
• and 7
• (FWHM) for the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively; it has good performances also for proton detection for kinetic energies up to 400 MeV;
the forward region (θ ≤ 25
• two planar multi-wire proportional chambers, for charged particle tracking with a resolution of ≃ 1.5
• and ≃ 2 • (FWHM) for polar and azimuthal angles, respectively;
• a double wall of plastic scintillator bars, with a time resolution of 300 ps, for time of flight (TOF) and impact coordinates measurement of charged particles. It may be used for proton/pion discrimination and for the precise proton energy calculation from TOF measurement;
• a shower wall, with a time resolution of 600 ps [32] , for TOF and impact coordinates measurement for both charged and neutral particles. It may be used for neutron/photon discrimination and for neutron energy calculation from TOF measurement. Neutral particle direction of flight may be determined with a resolution of ≃ 3 • (FWHM), for both polar and azimuthal angles.
At the end of the beamline, two flux monitoring detectors were used. The first one, with respect to the beam direction, was composed of two plastic scintillators preceded by an Aluminum foil to convert photons into electron-positron pairs, while a third plastic scintillator before the Aluminum foil was used as a veto for the upstream background. Its detection efficiency was low (≃ 3%) to avoid pile-up effects during data taking. The second flux monitor consisted of a uniform array of plastic scintillating fibers and lead [33] (spaghetti calorimeter). Its photon detection efficiency approaches to 1 and it was used to calibrate the efficiency of the former monitor, using the low intensity Bremsstrahlung beam. A detailed description of the LAGRANγE apparatus can be found in [34] and a schematic representation of the whole GRAAL set-up is shown in fig.1 of the same reference.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
The three-pion decay ω → π + π − π 0 (B.R. ≃ 89%) and the radiative decay ω → π 0 γ (B.R. ≃8.3%) are the main decay channels of the ω meson [35] . The exclusive measurement of the ω meson photo-production on the nucleon in the radiative decay channel requires the detection of a nucleon and three photons in the final state. If the angles and kinetic energies of all particles in the final state are measured, the kinematics of the reaction is overdetermined. Since the GRAAL apparatus is optimized for photon detection and no other competing reaction has the same final state, we expect that events from this channel can be selected and separated from background. The three-pion decay channel requires the detection of two charged pions in addition to a π 0 and a nucleon. It is important to point out that the GRAAL detector does not provide information on charged pion energies, and that these must be deduced from kinematics constraints. In the data analysis of the free proton (H 2 target), the target nucleon can be considered at rest and momentum conservation relations can be used to calculate the momentum strength for each of the charged pions. However, in the investigation of D 2 data in the quasi-free kinematics, it becomes impossible to estimate the energy (or the momentum) of the charged pions in the final state, due to the unknown Fermi momentum of the target nucleon. Moreover, the direct π + π − π 0 photo-production cannot be separated from the ω photo-production reaction, and it must be properly evaluated and subtracted.
Due to these considerations, the radiative and the three-pion decays have simultaneously been investigated for the free proton target only. Since the beam asymmetry measurement is independent from the ω meson decay mode, assuming that the events are integrated over the whole decay phase space, a comparison of the results obtained for the two decay channels provides a strong check on systematic errors and on their stability when different event selection techniques are used. The data analysis procedure applied for the radiative decay on the free proton is then extended to the deuteron data set, in order to study the ω photo-production on both quasi-free proton and quasi-free neutron targets.
The first step in the analysis, common to all data sets and reaction channels, consists in the association of all signals from the LAGRANγE detector to the particle tracks. In the central region, those tracks where at least one detector has been found in geometrical and time coincidence with the BGO calorimeter, are interpreted as produced by charged particles, while neutral particles are expected to leave a signal in the BGO calorimeter only. In the forward region, those tracks where at least two detectors provided a signal (either the two layers of the scintillating wall or the wire chambers and first layer of the scintillating wall) are interpreted as produced by charged particles, while neutral particles are associated to signals observed in the shower wall only.
A primary selection criterion in the analysis of all the reaction channels is the choice of a proper number of charged and neutral particle tracks in the apparatus as explained in detail in the following subsections.
A. ω photo-production on the free proton: the radiative decay channel (ω → π 0 γ)
The analysis is performed for all the events showing at least one charged track and three neutral signals, among which at least two neutral particles are detected by the BGO calorimeter.
The next step consists in associating the tracks to the final state particles of the γp → ωp → π 0 γp → γγγp reaction, without discarding events. For each charged track the missing mass of the reaction
is calculated, using the measured tagged photon energy. The charged track whose missing mass is the closest to the ω mass value (M ω = 782.57 MeV [35] ) is interpreted as the final-state proton. The three neutral signals whose invariant mass is the closest to the ω mass value are interpreted as the three finalstate photons. If one of the photons is detected in the forward direction, its energy is calculated by imposing the energy balance of the reaction. Among the three selected final-state photons, the couple whose invariant mass is the closest to the π 0 mass value is matched to the π 0 → γγ decay. The energy and angles of the ω meson (and of the π 0 from its decay) are calculated using the momentum of the three final-state photons.
Among all measured quantities, the incoming photon energy and the outgoing proton angles are the ones measured with the best resolution. Starting from these quantities and imposing two-body four-momentum conservation of the γp → ωp reaction, the proton energy and the ω meson momentum are calculated, obtaining a new set of variables (E On the basis of simulation studies, it is justified to clean the data set selecting the sole events which do not show any other signals from the detector, except the ones already interpreted as the final-state proton or photons. This selection is performed requiring that no other signal appears in the forward detector, and accepting events for which an energy of max. 5 MeV is deposited in the BGO calorimeter by extra-signals. These conditions reject background events but still save ω events for which low-energy particles are produced by the passage of the nucleon in the BGO crystals or by albedo of the detected photons. The two remaining major background sources are identified as events from the
reaction channel, when one photon is undetected, and from the
reaction channel, when a third random neutral signal in the detector is erroneously interpreted as the third finalstate photon. Selection criteria are determined by analyzing 9×10 6 simulated events from all possible photoreaction channels on the proton target, in the incoming photon energy range covered by the experiment. The aim is to maximize the event selection efficiency and minimize the background contamination. The following selection criteria are identified:
1. the absolute value of the difference between the measured and calculated energy of the ω meson must be smaller than 200 MeV (|E ω − E calc ω | < 200 MeV) (see fig.1 , where background events are concentrated in the first bump); 2. since four-momentum conservation implies that the total transverse momentum of the detected particles must be null, the experimental correlation of the transverse momentum components of the reaction P
T OT x vs. P
T OT y
is calculated from the proton and ω meson tri-momentum components and can be fitted using a bi-gaussian distribution:
where σ x = σ y = 30 MeV/c are the fitted widths associated to the experimental distributions of the variables P
T OT x and P
, respectively ( fig.2 , upper panels). The event selection is performed choosing n=3; this cut embeds the constraint on the co-planarity of the final-state particles; 3. the proton missing mass must be at least 200 MeV; 4. the invariant mass of the three final-state photons must be at least 680 MeV.
First and second cuts, shown in fig.1 and fig.2 respectively, are very effective in suppressing the two-π 0 photoproduction background; the third cut is needed to suppress single π 0 photo-production events. The effect of the event selection constraints is monitored using the ω meson invariant mass spectrum, as shown in fig.3 . The residual background event contamination, shown by the empty blue squared points in fig.3 , is estimated through the simulation to be less than 6% of all selected events. B. ω photo-production on the free proton: the 3-pion decay channel
The analysis is performed for all events with at least three charged tracks and two neutral signals. The charged track corresponding to the final-state proton is identified according to the same missing mass criterion that is applied for the radiative decay (see previous section). For the ω meson reconstruction, all possible combinations of two neutral signals in the BGO calorimeter and two charged tracks in the whole detector are considered, with unknown energies and charge signs for the two candidate charged pions. Among all neutral signal pairs detected in the BGO calorimeter, the one whose invariant mass is closest to the π 0 mass value is selected and identified as the couple of photons from the π 0 decay. The selected photons are then combined with all the residual charged track couples, considered as candidate charged pions from the ω decay. As already pointed out, the energy of charged pions is not measured in the detector. Nevertheless, the charged particle track angles are known, and transverse momentum conservation law is reduced to two equations, which allow the extraction of the two unknown pion momenta. The pair which better satisfies the longitudinal momentum conservation is selected and matched to the charged pions from the ω decay. In order to obtain a better coverage of the phase space, the possibility that one photon from the π 0 decay is emitted in the forward direction is also investigated. The combinations of one neutral signal from the BGO calorimeter, one photon in the shower wall and two charged tracks in the whole apparatus are considered. In this case not only the charged pion energies, but also the energy of the forward photon is unknown. The threemomentum conservation law is used to determine the charged tracks momenta and the forward photon energy. When more than two neutral signals appear as candidate final-state photons, the pair whose (γ 1 ,γ 2 ) invariant mass is closest to the π 0 mass is selected. All kinematical variables of the ω meson (E ω , θ ω and φ ω ) and of the π 0 meson (E π 0 , θ π 0 and φ π 0 ) can then be calculated. Finally, a two-body kinematics reconstruction of the γp → ωp reaction is attempted, as done previously for the radiative decay channel.
The most important difference, between the radiative decay analysis and the current one, lies in the event selection procedure. In the case of the three-pion decay, background events arise mainly from the direct threepion reaction:
This represents the physical background for our process and there are no cuts allowing for background rejection, since both ω photo-production and background events satisfy the same kinematics. Therefore, a background subtraction technique must be applied. Two cuts are previously used to clean the data set: the three-pion invariant mass must be smaller than 2 GeV and the invariant mass of the two photons must lay in the range from 100 MeV up to 170 MeV. Then a fitting procedure for the estimation of signal and background events is developed.
Two distributions can be used to extract the number of events: the final-state proton missing mass (γp → p ′ X) and the three-pion invariant mass distributions. The first one is more reliable, since it is directly calculated from measured variables (proton energy and angles). The fit of the proton missing mass distribution is performed at fixed values of the incoming photon energy E γ (4 bins), of the ω polar and azimuthal angles (θ * ω and φ ω ) in the center-of-mass frame (5 and 16 bins, respectively) and for each polarization state (vertical and horizontal). A total of 640 bins is fitted. As suggested by simulation studies, the fitting function is the sum of a gaussian distribution and of a 3 rd order polynomial function, which reproduce the signal and the background respectively ( fig. 4, left  panel) . In the last energy bin only the low energy tail of the background distribution is visible under the gaussian peak, and it can be approximated by a 1 st order polynomial function (fig. 4, right panel) , both for experimental and for simulated data. The final ω photo-production event number for each bin is estimated in two different ways: i) as the integral of the gaussian function obtained for the signal fit; ii) as the difference between the total number of histogram events subtracted by the events integrated from the background fit. The results from the two techniques are in agreement within the errors. • , φω = 225
• for the vertical polarization. The ω event distribution is described by a gaussian function while the background event distribution, mainly due to the non resonant three-pion production, is described by a 3 rd order polynomial function. In the right panel, observed distribution and corresponding fit for the highest energy bin Eγ =1.48 GeV, θ * ω = 18
• , φω = 15
• for the vertical polarization. At this energy, only the low energy tail of the background distribution is visible under the gaussian peak and it is described by a 1 st order polynomial function.
C. ω photo-production on the quasi-free nucleon: the radiative decay channel (ω → π 0 γ)
Data analysis is performed both on the proton and on the neutron target in the participant/spectator description. The reaction is thought to take place on one of the nucleons (the participant), which has a Fermi motion, while the second one (the spectator) is not involved in the process. The event selection procedure, optimized for the proton target and the ω radiative decay channel, may be extended to the deuteron data-set. The finalstate nucleon is identified according to the missing mass criterion. Since knowledge of the nucleon energy is necessary for the missing mass calculation, in the case of ω photo-production on neutron target, only events with the neutron emitted in the forward direction are analyzed. The identification procedure of the three final-state photons is identical to the one performed for the free proton target.
Small changes in the analysis appear only in the selection cuts, which are optimized by analyzing 12×10 6 simulated events from all possible reaction channels on quasi-free nucleons from a deuteron target. Because of smearing due to the Fermi momentum, the transverse momentum conservation constraint is applied with a tolerance of 4σ (instead of 3σ) with σ x = σ y = 70 MeV/c, (see fig. 2 = 80 MeV/c 2 and n = 3. In the case of ω photo-production on the quasi-free proton, background events come not only from (1) and (2), but also from
third and fourth rows). An additional bidimensional selection is imposed on the correlation between the three-photon invariant mass (M
reactions, where the π − is erroneously interpreted as a photon. These events are rejected by requiring that no signal be recorded in the plastic scintillator barrel in coincidence with a BGO cluster (not even the ones below hardware threshold in time with the event, which are included in the free-proton analysis).
In the case of ω photo-production on the quasi-free neutron, background events come from the
reaction if one photon is detected in the forward direction. In accordance with simulation studies, these background events appear mainly when the π 0 is emitted at backward angles and a soft photon reaches the forward region. For background events, π 0 and neutron must satisfy the coplanarity condition. Which is not the case for a π 0 coming from the ω decay. Simulation studies of the difference ∆Φ between the azimuthal angle of the π 0 (φ π 0 ) and of the neutron (φ n ) revealed that for background events ∆Φ ranges between 150
• and 210
• . In this way, events from π 0 photo-production off neutron are identified and finally rejected. The residual background events, after the described selection criteria are applied, are lower than 13% and 8% for the quasi-free proton and quasi-free neutron target, respectively. In fig. 5 , we show the effect of the applied selection criteria on the Fermi momentum distribution, calculated from the total momentum components of the final state p T OT according to:
where E γ is the incoming photon energy. Final selected events show a maximum Fermi momentum value of about 400 MeV/c. 
D. Extraction of the Σ beam asymmetry
The differential cross section of the ω photo-production reaction with polarized photons can be expressed in terms of the unpolarized cross section as:
where ϕ is the difference between the azimuthal angle of the reaction plane φ and the incident photon polarization vector ϕ γ (ϕ = φ − ϕ γ ). We chose to define the laboratory frame having theẑ component along the photon beam direction, theŷ component along the vertical direction and thex component such thatẑ =x×ŷ. If the photon beam is polarized in the horizontal direction (ϕ γ = 0) then ϕ = φ; if the beam is polarized in the vertical direction (ϕ γ = π/2) then ϕ = φ − π/2. In this reference frame, the polarized cross section can then be expressed as a function of the reaction plane azimuthal angle φ as follows:
From the experimental point of view we can express the number N H,V (E γ , θ * ω , φ) of experimental yields, normalized by the flux of incident photons, for a given polarization as follows:
where: F H,V (E γ ) is the incident photon flux for horizontal/vertical polarization; dσ H,V (E γ , θ * ω ) ∆Ω is the probability of the reaction in the ∆Ω solid angle; ε(E γ , θ * ω , φ) is the detection and event reconstruction efficiency, which is identical for the two polarization states; N sc is the number of scattering centers. The Σ beam asymmetry was extracted at fixed values of E γ and θ * ω from the azimuthal distribution of the following ratio:
and its value is not affected by systematic errors on the determination of the efficiency ε. In fig. 6 , an example of this azimuthal distribution, divided into sixteen angular bins, is illustrated.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. ω photo-production on the free proton bins as a function of the ω meson polar angle θ * ω in the center-of-mass reference frame. The energy value given for each bin, corresponds to the average incoming photon energy weighted by the number of corresponding events. Full circles and full squares correspond to the results from the analysis of the ω radiative decay and the three-pion decay channels, respectively. Numerical values are listed in tab.I. The Σ beam asymmetry values are negative. They are almost symmetrical with respect to θ * ω = 90
• in the first two energy bins and tend to be larger in the backward direction at higher energies. A strong agreement is observed between the results of the two decay channels, especially for the highest and the lowest energy bins. Of the 20 asymmetry values, 3 show a larger discrepancy than the statistical error, but they are compatible within 2 or 3 σ. In the second energy bin and for the third θ * ω bin, the discrepancy between the two decay channel is resolved within 4 σ. This comparison provides a strong check on the stability and reliability of the results since the analyses of the two channels are based on different techniques. The identification of the final-state proton is the only procedure common to both analyses. In order to verify that it does not introduce systematic errors, an alternative procedure is developed and applied to the analysis of the radiative decay. Events with more than one charged track were rejected. Protons are discriminated from charged pions using graphical cuts on the correlation plots between:
• the energy released in the scintillating barrel and the energy deposited in the BGO calorimeter (dE/dx vs. Energy) in the central part of the detector;
• the energy released and the time of flight in the scintillating wall (dE/dx vs. ToF) in the forward part of the detector.
Results obtained with the new procedure are in excellent agreement with the ones from the standard analysis and we could conclude that no systematic errors should be ascribed to the proton identification procedure.
Three additional checks are performed both for the radiative and the three-pion decay results:
1. two sets of 2×10 6 events each are simulated by a dedicated Montecarlo generator based on GEANT3 [36] with different input asymmetry values. In both cases the extracted beam asymmetry values are in a strong agreement with the input ones, indicating that no modification of the beam asymmetry distribution is introduced by the data analysis procedure; 2. beam asymmetry values are extracted by varying the θ * ω and φ ω binnings. The results prove stable and independent from the binning choice; 3. beam asymmetry values are extracted also for background events alone, in several binning configurations. They are always compatible with zero. Therefore, if background events are erroneously included among the selected ω events, they would affect the asymmetry by reducing its magnitude. Since the two decay channels of the ω meson are analyzed with totally independent procedures, based on event selection for the radiative decay and background subtraction for the three-pion decay, and since they are characterized by different background reactions, the residual background contributions are expected to affect final results differently for the two channels. Due to the agreement of the results coming from the two decay channels (see fig. 7 ), we can state that background contamination is strongly suppressed in both channels.
Additional systematic uncertainties due to non-uniformities of the experimental acceptance, that modify the ω final-state particle distribution, have been investigated by adding a sin(2φ) term to the relation (3), which is used to fit the normalized event azimuthal distribution. No noticeable difference is found for the final results.
In fig. 7 the comparison with published data is shown: open squares are from a different analysis of the GRAAL data performed by some members of the collaboration [15] for the three-pion decay channel. While present results show strong agreement within quoted errors, in the first two energy bins, larger asymmetry values are obtained by [15] at higher energies. The main difference between the two analysis procedures lies in the tracking reconstruction of the charged particles: this work fully exploits the good angular resolution provided by the multi-wire proportional chambers, which are not included in the analysis by [15] .
Open circles shown in fig. 7 are from the CB-ELSA/ TAPS collaboration [25] , for the ω radiative decay channel. These angular distributions, at fixed values of the incoming photon energy E γ , show very different trends. The data analysis from [25] is characterized by much higher background levels compared to this work, and the technique of background subtraction on the π 0 γ invariant mass spectrum is used.
In the last decade, several models were developed in the attempt of determining the role and the properties of nucleon resonances from πN and γN reaction data. The model in [17, 18] uses an effective Lagrangian approach, based on the SU(6)×O(3) constituent quark model, with meson-quark couplings adjusted to fit differential crosssection data. Unnatural parity exchanges (π 0 ) and natural parity exchanges (Pomeron) in the t-channel are phenomenologically included. The Moorhouse selection rule [37] reduces the accessible nucleonic states from the [70, 4 8] representation, and only eight states from the lowest harmonic oscillator basis contribute to the ω photo-production reaction in the s-channel. Full predictions for the Σ beam asymmetry are shown in fig. 7 and fig. 8 as solid lines and are found in generally good agreement with the results of this work. Dot-dashed lines of fig. 7 do not include the contribution from the P 13 (1720), showing a large sensitivity of the polarization observable to this resonance.
An alternative model based on an effective Lagrangian approach is developed in [19, 20] including all twelve N * lowest energy resonances, up to spin J = 7/2, whose empirical helicity amplitudes of γN → N * transitions are listed by [35] . Predictions are available only close to the reaction threshold, and are shown in fig. 8 for the two lowest energy bins as dotted-dashed lines. The model finds that the dominant contribution comes from the excitation of the F 15 (1680) state and is in fair agreement with our results.
Comparison with the Bonn-Gatchina partial wave analysis [22] is also shown in fig. 8 as continuous thin lines. The far dominating J = 3/2 wave is associated with the P 13 (1720) resonance, in accordance with results from [18] . Overestimation of the Σ-beam asymmetry is obtained at the highest energies, while agreement is found closer to threshold.
A coupled-channel effective Lagrangian approach, including γN , πN, 2πN, ηN and ωN final states, is presented in [21] , including all known nucleon states with spin J = 1/2, 3/2 and 5/2 up to masses below 2 GeV. Results are shown in fig. 8 as dotted curves. They show that the dominating contributions arise from the D 13 partial wave, mainly due to the non resonant π 0 exchange, and from the spin-5/2 resonances D 15 (1675) and F 15 (1680). Agreement with our results is visible only for the second energy bin, while a predicted change of sign at the highest energies is not observed in our results.
Another prediction comes from a dynamical coupledchannel approach, developed at the Excited Baryon Analysis Center (EBAC) [24] . Six intermediate states, including πN, ηN, π∆, σN, ρN and ωN, are used to describe the unpolarized cross sections. Predictions for the Σ beam asymmetry on the ω photo-production data are shown in fig. 8 as dashed lines. t-channel exchange contributions are not explicitly included in the calculation, and curves tend to over-estimate our experimental asymmetry values.
B. ω photo-production on the quasi free-nucleon Σ beam asymmetry values are extracted for ω photo production off quasi-free proton in D 2 target, from 1.1 GeV up to 1.5 GeV of incoming photon energy. They are listed in tab. I. Results are shown in fig. 9 as full triangles, together with the results on the free-proton (full circles) and with predictions from [17, 18] . All events are obtained from the radiative decay channel analysis. An overall good agreement is found between results on the free and the bound proton, although a general trend of quasi-free results to be slightly lower than free results may be noticed. Fermi motion effects may be responsible for the slight difference, but a dedicated theoretical investigation could be useful to better clarify the physics that lies under this small discrepancy. Nevertheless, the generally good agreement of the two results hints at similar conclusions about the reaction off the neutron. In fig. 10 our results for the Σ beam asymmetry for the ω photo-production on the quasi-free neutron from a D 2 target are shown (empty triangles). Numerical results are listed in tab. I, too. These are the first results of Σ polarization observable for the ω photo-production on the neutron. The error bars correspond to statistical errors. Results on the quasi-free neutron are compared with the ones on the quasi-free proton (full triangles). The angular distribution of the beam asymmetry values differs between the neutron and proton targets, suggesting that different reaction mechanisms could be involved in the case of ω photo-production off neutron. For the quasi-free neutron case, the beam asymmetry values are generally small and in some cases compatible with zero within the error bars. Nevertheless, the indication of a passage through zero can be observed in all energy bins around the third data point, being the fourth data point positive in all the energy bins. At present, no theoretical predictions for the beam asymmetry of the reaction γn → ωn are available in literature. In fig. 10 our results are compared with the extension of the model [18] to the neutron case [38] . According to this model, a change of sign in the beam asymmetry values was expected at about 90
• , but our trend looks reversed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Σ beam asymmetries are measured by the GRAAL collaboration for the ω meson photo-production reaction both on the H 2 and the D 2 targets. For the first time, results for the free proton are obtained both for the ω → π 0 γ and the ω → π + π − π 0 decay channels from the same data set and are in strong agreement. The results presented here provide a resolution of the existing discrepancy between previously published data.
Since the asymmetry should vanish if no resonance contributes to ω photo-production, our experimental results strongly confirm the important role of intermediate resonant states in the ω production mechanism. In particular, agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical description by [18] is observed, confirming the importance of the P 13 (1720) resonance contribution to the reaction mechanism. Different conclusions are drawn by model [20] , still in agreement with our lower energy results, but with the dominant contribution provided by the F 15 (1680) resonance.
First measurements are obtained for the Σ beam asymmetry of the ω meson photo-production from both the quasi-free proton and quasi-free neutron targets in the participant/spectator analysis frame. Good agreement is found between results on the free and the quasi-free proton targets, in analogy with the result found by our previous analysis for the π 0 and η photo-production reactions on the H 2 and D 2 targets [39] [40] [41] . A slight trend of the quasi-free results to be lower than the free results may be noticed, and it may be due to Fermi momentum effects.
First results for the quasi-free neutron target show that the Σ beam asymmetry is small, compatible with zero up to θ * ω ≃ 90
• but always positive at θ * ω ≃ 120
• , but also compatible with zero within the errors. The angular distribution of the results for the neutron differs from the one measured for the proton target. This suggests that different production mechanisms contribute for the two different nucleons. At present, no theoretical description of beam asymmetry for ω photo-production off neutron is available for data interpretation.
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